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5 studies that made a difference

Quick & Easy Breakfasts

PROBIOTICS
No sure bet

Misleading Ads & Labels
TAKING “BIG FOOD” TO COURT

It’s a simple ask. Consumers should be able to easily identify whether foods marketed to them are healthy or not. But they often can’t. Restaurants and grocery store aisles are awash in deceptive claims, making it difficult for us to know the truth about what we eat.

The Center for Science in the Public Interest, Nutrition Action’s publisher, is fighting back against these marketing scams, under the leadership of Maia Kats, our director of litigation. We use the law as a tool…and it’s a powerful one.

In fact, CSPI has pioneered the use of litigation to remedy deceptive food marketing.

Over the years, our lawyers have forced more accurate labeling from many of the biggest companies, including Campbell, Coca-Cola, General Mills, and PepsiCo. These victories have deterred other manufacturers from making similarly deceptive claims.

A few examples:

- **Naked Juice.** Naked’s Kale Blazer can “pack more kale into your diet,” promised ads a few years ago. But Kale Blazer is largely comprised of orange and apple juices. Another Naked juice, Green Machine, has more apple juice than any of its greens.

  Last year, we reached an agreement with Naked, a unit of PepsiCo. Among the changes: images of fruits and vegetables on Naked labels now reflect how much of those ingredients are inside the bottles.

- **CSVI Algal-900 DHA.** “Clinically shown to improve memory,” claimed CVS’s omega-3 supplement. But the claim was based on a study that does “not reveal any improvement in working memory,” according to the Federal Trade Commission. Our lawsuit, filed in 2016, is still in progress.

- **Cheerios Protein.** General Mills marketed Cheerios Protein as a protein-enriched version of original Cheerios, charged our 2015 lawsuit. Yet Cheerios Protein has just a smidge more protein…and about 16 times the sugar.

  In July, we reached a settlement with General Mills. The front of the box will now say “Sweetened” loud and clear, and “7g protein,” not “11g protein with milk.”

- **Jamba Juice.** “Whole fruit! That’s how we blend,” claims the company. In fact, many of Jamba’s smoothies are made with juice blends that contain mostly (cheap) pear, apple, or grape juices. They’re not predominantly whole fruit or vegetables.

  What’s more, a large Jamba “fruit” smoothie can have as many as 600 calories and 128 grams of total sugars (about 30 teaspoons’ worth).

  In August, we filed a lawsuit charging that the company is misleading customers. As we went to press, there was no word on a resolution.

We’re far from done. As long as the food industry keeps trying to trick consumers, CSPI will keep putting companies on notice that we won’t let them get away with deceptive ads and labels. Stay tuned.

Peter G. Lurie, MD, MPH, President
Center for Science in the Public Interest
The DASH Studies

The first DASH (Dietary Approaches to Stop Hypertension) study was published in 1997.¹

And it’s still the bedrock of today’s advice from the American Heart Association, American College of Cardiology, American Cancer Society, and others: Eat a diet rich in fruits and vegetables, include low-fat dairy, poultry, fish, beans, whole grains, oils, and nuts, and limit sweets, sugar-sweetened beverages, and red meats.²

How did DASH happen?

“The study started with observations of populations where there’s very little high blood pressure and very little rise in blood pressure with age,” says co-author Frank Sacks, professor of cardiovascular disease prevention at the Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health.

In contrast, roughly one out of two U.S. adults now have high blood pressure, or hypertension. It’s a major risk factor for strokes and heart attacks.

“Also, studies on vegetarians suggested that diet plays a large role in blood pressure,” says Sacks.

“So scientists at NHLBI—the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute—decided that we needed a definitive clinical trial to see whether the DASH dietary pattern would lower blood pressure.” (For more on clinical trials, see “What Kind of Study?” p. 5.)

The trial randomly assigned 459 adults—most had higher-than-normal blood pressure—to eat one of three diets:

■ a typical American diet,

■ a typical American diet with extra fruits and vegetables (instead of snacks and sweets), or

■ a DASH diet (a typical American diet with extra fruits, vegetables, and low-fat dairy and less saturated fat and cholesterol).

The researchers prepared all the food for the participants. (That’s part of what made the study “well controlled.”)

“After eight weeks, the fruits and vegetables had lowered blood pressure significantly” compared to the typical American diet, says Sacks, “but only about half as much as the DASH diet lowered pressure.”

Why?

“Even now, we don’t fully understand how those changes—switching from high-fat to low-fat dairy, from beef and pork to fish and chicken, and from butter to oils—lowered blood pressure more than fruits and vegetables alone,” says Sacks.

The next study: DASH-Sodium.

Since all three diets in the DASH study had the same amount of sodium, “the NHLBI scientists thought we should see what happens if you reduce sodium in both the DASH diet and the typical American diet,” Sacks explains.

So researchers randomly assigned 412 people to eat one of those two diets with high levels of sodium (3,300 milligrams a day), with intermediate levels (2,400 mg a day), or with low levels (1,500 mg a day).³

“The blood pressure reduction from cutting salt was substantial, especially in older people,” says Sacks. And if you add the drop from switching to a DASH diet, the difference was huge.

“The DASH diet alone can lower blood pressure with age,” says co-author Stephen Daniels, “but only significantly” compared to the typical American diet.
lowering drug,” says Sacks. “If you also cut salt, it can be superior to drug treatment.”

But the researchers had yet another question.

“We wondered what would happen if you took away some of the carbs in DASH and replaced them with unsaturated fats or protein,” says Sacks. (More than half of the extra protein would come from plant foods like beans and nuts.)

That led to a third DASH study, known as OmniHeart.2

“Replacing some of the carbohydrate with protein or unsaturated fat lowered blood pressure, cholesterol, and triglycerides more than the original DASH diet,” says Sacks.

(See “DASH in a Nutshell,” p. 3, for a hybrid of the higher-protein and higher-unsaturated-fat diets.)

“But bear in mind that it wasn’t just a diet in which everything was slathered with cheese or oil,” notes Sacks.

“It was the same healthy DASH dietary pattern.”

2 The Sat Fat Trials

How do we know that saturated fats raise—and unsaturated fats lower—LDL (“bad”) cholesterol, a major risk factor for heart disease?

Early observational studies like the Seven Countries Study reported higher rates of heart disease in people who ate more saturated fat.

“But what really made an impression were two parallel series of trials testing which fats raised or lowered blood cholesterol,” says Martijn Katan, a cardiovascular disease expert and emeritus professor of nutrition at Vrije Universiteit in Amsterdam.5,6

“By 1965 at the latest, it was beyond reasonable doubt that if you replace saturated fats with polyunsaturated fats, you get a substantial lowering of total cholesterol,” says Katan.

Then, in the early 1970s, researchers started to look at LDL cholesterol separately. By 2016, a World Health Organization report had looked at 91 trials.2

“There wasn’t one single experiment,” says Katan. “There was a mass of well-organized experiments that all showed the same thing: If you replace saturated fats with polyunsaturated fats, LDL goes down.”

And is there any reason to think that lowering LDL might not protect the heart?

“Absolutely not,” says Katan. “The effect of LDL on heart disease risk is one of the best established facts in the whole of medical science.”

The data testing statins or other drugs that slash LDL is massive.

“The latest summary included 27 trials involving 174,000 patients,” says Katan.3

“That’s a staggering number.”

But there’s even more evidence that lower LDL means less heart disease.

“There’s a whole bunch of genetic variants that raise or lower LDL, and they all raise or lower coronary risk,” says Katan.

“So the evidence is coming from all directions, and there’s really no way to explain it all, except by assuming that lowering LDL lowers the risk of coronary heart disease.”

And it’s not just the cholesterol trials. Several randomized clinical trials from the 1950s, ‘60s, and ‘70s looked not just at LDL but also at heart attacks and strokes.3

“If you look at the four highest-quality trials together, they provide direct evidence that replacing a diet high in saturated fat with a diet high in polyunsaturated fat prevents heart attacks and strokes,” says Sacks.

### GOOD FATS

- Avocado
- Olive oil
- Nuts
- Fish

### BAD FATS

- Red meat
- Butter
- Coconut oil
- Fatty sweets

It’s one of the best-established medical facts: Lowering your LDL (“bad”) cholesterol cuts your risk of a heart attack. How to do it? Replace bad fats (red meat, cheese, butter, coconut oil, fatty sweets, etc.) with good fats (oil, salad dressing, mayo, nuts, fish, avocado, etc.).

Source: Adapted from “The Facts on Fat,” American Heart Association.

---

3 Type 2 Diabetes

Have you been diagnosed with type 2 diabetes? Preventing or delaying the serious complications of type 2 diabetes can be achieved through lifestyle changes, according to the Diabetes Prevention Program (DPP).4

“People with prediabetes—about 34 million Americans—have a 58% chance of developing type 2 diabetes within 10 years,” says the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

“Through the program, you can lower your risk of developing type 2 diabetes by as much as 58 percent (71 percent if you’re over age 60).”

Those results come from the Diabetes Prevention Program (DPP)5

*Through the program, you can lower your risk of developing type 2 diabetes by as much as 58 percent (71 percent if you’re over age 60).*

The Diabetes Prevention Program (DPP) randomized 3,234 people with prediabetes to either: (1) intensive lifestyle changes to prevent or delay diabetes, (2) metformin, or (3) a placebo. Those who reduced their caloric intake by 7% and increased physical activity by 150 minutes per week had a 58% lower risk of developing type 2 diabetes, compared to those who received a placebo.6

Source: Adapted from “Type 2 Diabetes,” Mayo Clinic.

---
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The Diabetes Prevention Program (DPP)

One out of three adults now have prediabetes. Nine out of ten of them don’t know it.

“The good news is that if you have prediabetes, the CDC-led National Diabetes Prevention Program can help you make lifestyle changes to prevent or delay type 2 diabetes and other serious health problems,” says the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

“Through the program, you can lower your risk of developing type 2 diabetes by as much as 58 percent (71 percent if you’re over age 60).”

Those results come from the Diabetes Prevention Program (DPP), a trial that randomly assigned 3,234 people with prediabetes to take a placebo or metformin (a drug that lowers blood sugar), or to a “lifestyle” group.

The lifestyle goals: lose excess weight and exercise for at least 2½ hours a week.

“The DPP participants counted the grams of fat they ate because it was easier for them to calculate than counting calories,” says DPP researcher Judith Wylie-Rosett, who heads the division of health promotion and nutrition research at the Albert Einstein College of Medicine in New York.

After nearly three years, the average lifestyle participant had lost only 12 pounds, and only 58 percent had met the exercise goal.

Con: If a diet has no effect, it’s possible that people didn’t stick to it, or that the trial was too short or too small.

The DRINK Study

Do sugary drinks make people gain weight? The DRINK trial answered that question in 2012.

Researchers randomly assigned 641 mostly normal-weight Dutch children who usually drank sugary beverages to get a daily 8 oz. drink sweetened with either sugar (104 calories) or artificial sweeteners (0 calories) at school each day. Neither the children nor the investigators knew who got which drinks.

“The question was whether the children who got zero calories would sense the difference and compensate by eating more calories from some other source,” says Katan. “Would those kids come home and say, ‘Mom, I’m hungry. I want a snack,’ or would they just have their usual lunch and dinner?”

The result: After 1½ years, the average child who got the sugary drinks had gained roughly two pounds more than
the average child who got the sugary drinks. And the chubbier kids gained about three pounds more if they got their usual sugary drinks.2

“Even the thinnest children were not immune to the effect of sugary drinks,” says Katan. “But heavier kids may be less likely to sense when they’re eating fewer calories and when they’re overeating.”

More evidence that some people are more vulnerable than others: an observational study published on the same day as the DRINK trial that tracked roughly 11,000 nurses and health professionals for 12 to 18 years.

Among men and women with a genetic risk of obesity, those who drank at least one sugary drink a day were four times more likely to become obese than those who drank less than one sugary drink a month.3

“Sugary drinks make you fat. They circumvent your innate mechanisms for keeping your body weight stable,” says Katan.

“If you eat beans or whole wheat bread, they’re not fattening because you feel full, so you don’t eat other things.”

In contrast, “if you drink sugary drinks, including fruit juices—there’s no difference between fruit juices and soda—they will simply slip in through the back door and you’ll just keep eating as much as you usually do. They’re burglars who will rob you of your lean- ness because you don’t notice them coming in.”

5 Pounds Lost

When you’re trying to lose weight, what matters more: cutting fat, cutting protein, or cutting carbs?

Pounds Lost—which began in 2004—wasn’t the first or the last study to explore that question. But it was one of the largest.4

“We enrolled over 800 people so we could compare the effect of diets higher or lower in carbohydrate, fat, or protein,” says Harvard’s Frank Sacks.

Pounds Lost was also one of the longest diet trials.

“We did a two-year study, which was quite unusual at the time, because body weight reaches a low point after about six months in a weight-loss program and then you have weight regain,” says Sacks.

Participants got daily meal plans and went to individual and group sessions where they learned what to eat. Each of the diets cut about 750 calories a day.

“We came up with a very simple but somewhat unexpected result,” says Sacks. “The composition of fat, carbohydrate, and protein in a healthy diet had no effect whatsoever on weight loss or regain.”

Nor did it affect hunger. Most other studies—they typically tested low-carb versus low-fat diets—have had similar results.

The most recent: DIETFITS randomly assigned 609 people to cut as much fat or carbs as possible from their diets, rather than count calories.

After one year, each group had lost roughly the same weight—about 12 pounds.5 And that’s no surprise, since both groups ended up cutting a similar number of calories—about 500 to 600 a day, on average. (See “If the Diet Fits,” May 2018, p. 11.)

“We expected people with insulin resistance to do better on a low-carb diet, but they didn’t,” says lead investigator Christopher Gardner, professor of medicine at the Stanford University School of Medicine. (People with insulin resistance have an increased risk of diabetes.)

“Maybe that’s because both diets were healthy.

“Nobody was supposed to eat added sugars or refined grains, and everybody was supposed to eat vegetables,” says Gardner. “Americans get a quarter of their calories from added sugars and refined grains and a woefully low number of calories from vegetables...if you don’t count potatoes.

“If we could just get people to make those changes,” says Gardner, “we’d be well on our way.”

7 who.int/nutrition/publications/nutrientrequirements/.
8 systematic-review/en-
Quick Studies
A snapshot of the latest research on diet, exercise, and more

Colorectal Cancer & Weight

Diagnoses and death rates for colorectal cancer have dropped by more than 45 percent since the 1980s, in part because of early screening in people aged 50 or older. The question is: Why are rates rising in people aged 20 to 49? Researchers tracked roughly 85,000 women aged 25 to 42 for 14 years. Each 11-pound weight gain after age 18 was linked to a 9 percent higher risk of colorectal cancer. Women with obesity had nearly twice the risk of those whose weight was in the lower half of the “healthy” range.

What to do: Lose (or don’t gain) extra pounds. Although this kind of study can’t prove that excess weight caused the higher risk of colorectal cancer in these younger women, increasing weight is a well-established risk factor in older people. Others include type 2 diabetes, too little exercise, and diets high in red and processed meats.

Exercise & Parkinson’s Disease

Could staying active lower your risk of Parkinson’s disease? Researchers looked at eight studies that tracked more than 544,000 adults for six to 22 years. Men who reported doing the most physical activity had a 32 percent lower risk of Parkinson’s than those who did the least. There was no clear link in women.

What to do: Although this study can’t prove that exercise prevents Parkinson’s, it’s one more reason to keep moving.

Do Organic Foods Protect Against Cancer?

Can eating organic foods lower your risk of cancer? French researchers tracked nearly 69,000 adults for five years. Those who reported eating the most organic foods were 76 percent less likely to be diagnosed with lymphoma and 34 percent less likely to be diagnosed with postmenopausal breast cancer than those who ate the least.

What to do: Eat a diet rich in fruits and vegetables—organic or not. It’s worth buying organic foods to protect the environment, but it’s too early to know if they prevent cancer. Something else about people who buy organic food could explain their lower risk. And although it’s likely that the organic-food eaters were exposed to fewer pesticides, this study had no data to prove it.

More Fluids, Fewer UTIs

Can drinking more fluids help prevent recurring urinary tract infections (UTIs)? Until recently, no one had looked. So scientists at Danone Research—Danone sells bottled water—randomly assigned 140 premenopausal women to drink either an extra 1½ liters (about 6 cups) of water a day or no more water than usual. (All the women had been diagnosed with at least three UTIs in the previous year and all typically drank less than 1½ liters of fluids a day before the study started.) Over the following year, those assigned to drink no extra water averaged 3.2 UTIs. Those who drank extra water averaged only 1.7 UTIs.

What to do: Getting UTIs? Aim for about 12 cups of water or other unsweetened fluids a day. Fewer UTIs won’t just help you. Roughly 15 percent of antibiotics used by humans are prescribed to treat UTIs. Fewer UTIs lowers the risk that bacteria become resistant to the drugs.


**BUGS WITH BENEFITS?**

Probiotics may not be harmless


Probiotics make appealing promises, but they may not deliver...and may not be safe.

**Do Probiotics Work?**

**Q:** What is a probiotic?

**A:** According to the World Health Organization, a probiotic is a “live microorganism, which when administered in adequate amounts, confers a health benefit on the host.”

But in the United States, probiotics are foods or supplements with live microorganisms that simply claim to maintain or enhance health. Companies don’t need evidence that they do.

**Q:** Why not?

**A:** Many probiotics are supplements, which are loosely regulated by the Food and Drug Administration.

As long as companies stick to the language of the law, they can imply that a probiotic works. They just have to use something called a structure-function claim: that is, that the probiotic supports the structure or function of a body system.

Probiotics companies can’t claim to treat or cure a disease. They can’t say, for example, that their product “treats diabetes” or “lowers blood sugar.” But they can say that it “supports healthy blood sugar levels.” Most consumers will interpret those phrases to mean the same thing, so labels can be misleading.

**Q:** Can probiotics keep us healthy?

**A:** Many small, preliminary studies have looked at whether healthy people are, say, less likely to get the flu or have gastrointestinal discomfort if they take a probiotic. But the results are inconsistent. What’s missing are large, long-term, high-quality studies to see if probiotics work.

**Q:** What misconceptions do we have about probiotics?

**A:** Many people think of probiotics as interchangeable—that all these bacteria are good and you can just take anything. But that’s not true.

We should think about them like a medication. You wouldn’t take any random medication to treat high blood pressure. You’d take a drug that lowers blood pressure.

Similarly, when probiotics are helpful, it’s a very specific strain of a microorganism that you have to take.

If we find that a probiotic can help healthy people stay healthy, it will almost definitely be a very specific strain of a bacteria at a very specific dose.

**Q:** If there isn’t good evidence, why do so many people take probiotics?

**A:** Scientists have made tremendous advances in our understanding of the microbiome—the bacteria that live in our gut—and how important it is for our health.

That enthusiasm for the microbiome, along with some creative marketing and a supplement market that is so loosely regulated, has allowed this area to explode. The market has completely outpaced the science.

**Q:** What else confuses people?

**A:** People think that you can take a probiotic and it will colonize your gut and become part of your microbiome.

But there isn’t good evidence that most probiotics even take up residence in the gut if we have a healthy, intact microbiome before they took the antibiotics. People who had recently recommended antibiotics? You’re not alone. In one survey of doctors taking probiotics after a round of antibiotics, nearly 50 percent had recently recommended antibiotics after a round of antibiotics.

Yet “the evidence for...”

**Q:** Is that true for all probiotics?

**A:** No. Some probiotics are better than others. While some probiotics may not be harmful, others may not be safe.

For example, a study published in *Nature* in 2018 found that some probiotics were associated with an increased risk of cancer.

**Q:** How can we make sense of the claims on labels?

**A:** It’s hard to make sense of all the claims on labels because they are often misleading. Some companies may not even be using live bacteria when they sell probiotics.

Some probiotics may not even be alive by the time you swallow them. But they may be good and you can just take anything. Some need to be refrigerated but aren’t. So they may not even be alive when you take them. And some probiotics may not be characterized.

But that’s not true.

We should think about them like a medication. You wouldn’t take any random medication to treat high blood pressure. You’d take a drug that lowers blood pressure.

Similarly, when probiotics are helpful, it’s a very specific strain of a microorganism that you have to take.

If we find that a probiotic can help healthy people stay healthy, it will almost definitely be a very specific strain of a bacteria at a very specific dose.

**Q:** Is it safe to take probiotics?

**A:** It depends on the probiotic. Some probiotics are visitors that are just passing through. They might become part of your microbiome. But those benefits haven’t been well-studied.

Some probiotics may have looked at whether healthy people are, say, less likely to get the flu or have gastrointestinal discomfort if they take a probiotic. But the results are inconsistent. What’s missing are large, long-term, high-quality studies to see if probiotics work.

**Q:** Can probiotics keep us healthy?

**A:** Many small, preliminary studies have looked at whether healthy people are, say, less likely to get the flu or have gastrointestinal discomfort if they take a probiotic. But the results are inconsistent. What’s missing are large, long-term, high-quality studies to see if probiotics work.

**Q:** What misconceptions do we have about probiotics?

**A:** Many people think of probiotics as interchangeable—that all these bacteria are good and you can just take anything. But that’s not true.

We should think about them like a medication. You wouldn’t take any random medication to treat high blood pressure. You’d take a drug that lowers blood pressure.

Similarly, when probiotics are helpful, it’s a very specific strain of a microorganism that you have to take.

If we find that a probiotic can help

**Can a probiotic make you feel like a warrior?**

Don’t count on it.

---
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More Harm than Good?

In one study, the gut microbiome took longer to recover from antibiotics when people took a probiotic.

Ever been told that you should load up on probiotics after a round of antibiotics? You’re not alone.

In one survey of doctors and other healthcare providers, nearly 50 percent had recently recommended probiotics for patients who were taking antibiotics.

Yet “the evidence for taking probiotics after antibiotics is highly debated,” says Eran Elinav, a professor of immunology at the Weizmann Institute of Science in Israel.

Elinav gave antibiotics to 21 healthy adults for a week and then randomly assigned them to:

- get no additional treatment (the control group),
- get a fecal transplant, which was made from their own microbiome before they took the antibiotics, or
- take a probiotic for four weeks.

“We chose a multi-strain probiotic containing 11 of the most commonly used bacteria in the probiotics market,” says Elinav.

The results: The microbiomes of the control group returned to their initial composition after four weeks. But among those who got the fecal transplant, “the microbiome was no different from its original composition just one day after transplanted,” says Elinav.

It’s not clear what those changes mean for your health, but they’re not likely to improve it.

Contrary to the current dogma, which says that probiotics are harmless and benefit everyone, our results point out that consumption of probiotics following antibiotics can delay the restoration of a person’s microbiome,” says Elinav.

“If our intent is to restore the microbiome to its initial state, probiotics are clearly not the preferred means to achieve it. We need high-quality studies to further assess this potentially alarming adverse effect of probiotics after antibiotic use.” —Caitlin Dow

Are Probiotics Safe?

Q: Can a doctor help patients pick the right probiotic?

A: When it comes to probiotics, many doctors are just as confused as consumers. Doctors are in the learning stage, and we need to realize that just as medications differ from one another, so do bacteria.

As the science is clarified, we’ll be recommending the right strain for the right problem, but we’re not there yet.

Q: Do probiotics pose other problems for doctors?

A: Yes. A doctor might prescribe a probiotic for good reason. Maybe they have a patient that they’re treating for Clostridium difficile—a bacterial infection that causes diarrhea and can cause serious inflammation of the colon. A probiotic like Saccharomyces boulardii may reduce the risk of C. diff-associated diarrhea, so the doctor calls down to the hospital pharmacy and requests S. boulardii for the patient.

But the pharmacy may well not have it. A recent study found that most hospital pharmacies only stock one kind of probiotic. And it may not be the one that the patient needs.

Q: Do we know if probiotics are safe?

A: We don’t. A recent study reviewed nearly 400 randomized controlled trials aimed at changing the microbiome, usually with probiotics. Most of them didn’t adequately report adverse effects. Without that information, we can’t say whether probiotics are safe.

Q: How might probiotics cause harm?

A: In dozens of case reports, probiotics have caused infections in people who

microbiome. Most of the research suggests that probiotics are visitors that are just passing through. They might have some benefit as they pass through, but those benefits haven’t been well-characterized.

And some probiotics may not be stored properly before or after people buy them. Some need to be refrigerated but aren’t. So they may not even be alive by the time you swallow them.

The most likely scenario is that people are wasting their money.

Q: Is that true for all probiotics?

A: No. For example, the yeast Saccharomyces boulardii reduces the risk of antibiotic-associated diarrhea. But, again, it’s a very specific probiotic for a very specific health concern.
Commercial probiotics contained live—

 accurately report the identity, purity, and

 had violations such as failure to accu-

 were supposed to adhere. But of roughly

 had half had violations such as failure to ac-

 and strength of their supplements.

 There’s also the issue of contamination. Multiple studies have found that commercial probiotics contained live—though rarely harmful—microorganisms that weren’t listed on the label.

 Q: So do healthy people need to worry about probiotics?
 A: At this point, we’re concerned about risks that are theoretical.

 For example, probiotics, like all bacteria, may have genes that make them resistant to certain antibiotics. Some of these genes can hop from one bacterium to another.

 So if you took a probiotic supplement with an antibiotic-resistant gene, it could transfer to a disease-causing bacteria in your gut. And then you’d have something that could be resistant to treatment.

 Q: How likely is that?
 A: The odds of it happening seem remote. However, it has happened in animal and test tube studies.

 In the only study that’s been done in people, the gene didn’t get transferred from the probiotic that people swallowed to the bacteria in their gut. But that was done in only seven people.

 We need more research to know if gene transfers can happen in the human intestine.

 Q: Does anything else worry you?
 A: Quality is an issue with all kinds of supplements.

 The FDA has recommended “good manufacturing practices” that companies are supposed to adhere to. But of roughly 650 supplement-making facilities that the FDA inspected in 2017, roughly half had violations such as failure to accurately report the identity, purity, and strength of their supplements.

 There’s also the issue of contamination. Multiple studies have found that commercial probiotics contained live—organisms for each strain. That’s also optional now, and it should be required.

 And the FDA should update its good manufacturing practices to include safety testing that would identify and eliminate potentially transferable antibiotic-resistant genes. Plus the agency should do more inspections to ensure that there are no contaminants in probiotics.

 Q: Is that realistic?
 A: Canada already requires its probiotic manufacturers to adhere to these standards, so this is all doable. I’d like to see the FDA be much more aggressive in regulating and keeping a close eye on the companies that produce probiotics.

 Q: Should the FDA take probiotics off the market?
 A: No. We need high-quality probiotics with good safety track records that are accurately labeled and that make health claims only if there’s substantial evidence to support them.

 But that would require a new law, and Congress is unlikely to tackle this topic any time soon, unfortunately.

 Q: What should consumers do in the meantime?
 A: I don’t recommend starting a probiotic unless you talk to your doctor first. And if your doctor recommends one, ask her or him to show you the study that supports the use of a specific strain of a probiotic for whatever condition you have. That won’t address all the issues, but it’s a good place to start.

 Q: So you’d be cautious?
 A: Yes. Many of the safety concerns are theoretical, but so are many of the benefits.

 Consumers should appreciate that, even if probiotics can colonize your gut, you’re talking about changing your microbiome without any evidence that that’s a good idea. Despite the advertising, it’s best to be cautious and skeptical.
Go with the grain

BY KATE SHERWOOD

Whole grains play a starring role in these two sides. Have pre-cooked grains? Each dish comes together in just 15 minutes. 😊

Got a question or suggestion? Write to Kate at healthycook@cspinet.org.

The Healthy Cook

Photos: Kate Sherwood & Jennifer Urban/CSPI.

Wild Rice & Mushrooms

SERVES 4

2 Tbs. extra-virgin olive oil
½ lb. mushrooms (any type), sliced
3 sprigs fresh thyme
4 scallions, sliced
2 stalks celery, thinly sliced
2 cups cooked wild rice blend
¼ tsp. kosher salt

1. In a large non-stick pan, heat the oil over medium heat until shimmering hot. Sauté the mushrooms with the thyme, stirring occasionally, until browned, 5-7 minutes. Discard the thyme stems.

2. Stir in the scallions, celery, and rice. Cook while stirring until hot, about 1 minute. Season with the salt.

PER SERVING (¾ cup): calories 220 | total fat 8 g | sat fat 1 g | carbs 33 g | fiber 3 g | total sugar 2 g | added sugar 0 g | protein 5 g | sodium 150 mg

Wheat Berry & Apple Salad

SERVES 4

2 Tbs. extra-virgin olive oil
1 Tbs. cider vinegar
2 tsp. whole-grain mustard
½ tsp. honey
¼ tsp. kosher salt
1 apple (any type), cored and diced
8 cups salad greens
1 cup cooked wheat berries
¼ cup chopped toasted walnuts

1. In a large bowl, whisk together the oil, vinegar, mustard, honey, and salt.

2. Toss with the apple, salad greens, wheat berries, and walnuts.

PER SERVING (2 cups): calories 230 | total fat 12 g | sat fat 1.5 g | carbs 27 g | fiber 6 g | total sugar 6 g | added sugar 1 g | protein 6 g | sodium 200 mg
Tricks of the Trade
BY LINDSAY MOYER & BONNIE LIEBMAN

Do food company execs sit around all day dreaming up ways to make us think we need something—snack bars, sports drinks, “nutritional drinks,” whatever—that we could do without? Or trying to convince us that products have more of something—fruit, vegetables, you-name-it—than they do? There’s a sucker born every minute, they say. And these companies are out to prove it.

Jolene Mafnas compiled the information for this article.

Boost Baloney

“To keep up this pace, I drink Boost Optimum,” says the fit woman in the TV ad.

“Boost Optimum, with 5 in 1 advanced nutrition, helps support muscle, energy, bone, normal immune function, and vision,” adds the authoritative voice-over.

“Support” should set off your “huh??” meter. It’s code for “a claim that needs little evidence.” (Ditto for “maintains” and “enhances.”)

For example, Boost Optimum has “antioxidants, including vitamin C and selenium, to help support normal immune function,” says the label. But there’s no good evidence that lack of vitamin C or selenium causes immune problems in Americans.

And it has “vitamin A, zinc and riboflavin to help support normal vision.” But few Americans have vision problems caused by too little of those nutrients.

As long as you can eat real food, you don’t need a bottle of milk protein concentrate, soy protein isolate, sugar, oil, vitamins, and minerals. Nestlé, a leading infant formula maker, is just trying to boost its market.

Milking It

“Every 8-ounce glass has 5 grams of added prebiotic fiber, 50% more calcium than dairy milk, and 2 grams of sugar,” says the carton of Silk Prebiotics Almond & Cashew with Oats.

“What are prebiotics?” the label asks. “Beneficial fiber that helps feed the good bacteria in your gut.”

Translation: Silk adds chicory root extract (inulin), a carbohydrate that your digestive enzymes can’t completely break down. That means it ends up as lunch for the bacteria in your gut.

Does that matter for your health? It’s not clear.

The FDA has only decided that inulin has one health benefit: increasing calcium absorption. But since each cup of Silk has 45 percent of a day’s calcium, you’re already getting a large dose. Given the (still-uncertain) evidence that excess calcium may promote prostate cancer, that’s a downside for some men.

At this point, only two things are clear: inulin often causes gas...and is always a good marketing tool.

That’s Breakfast?

“It’s not clear that protein makes you feel more satisfied after eating,” says the carton of Kashi’s new protein bars.

That’s easy. You can eat real food, too! But while most Americans have heard of protein bars, they probably don’t know what they contain.

That’s especially true of processed ingredients?

“Now More Sweetened Juice Concentrate Goo!” wouldn’t sound nearly as enticing.

“Now More Fruit!” boast boxes of Kashi Ripe Strawberry Soft Baked Breakfast Bars.

Judging by the ingredients list, Kashi’s definition of “ripe strawberry” is “pear juice concentrate, tapioca syrup, cane sugar, apple powder, strawberry puree concentrate, cornstarch, vegetable glycerin, natural flavor, and elderberry juice concentrate for color.”

We guess “Now More Sweetened Juice Concentrate Goo!” wouldn’t sound nearly as enticing.
“Your stomach’s being rude and it’s screaming for food,” says the TV ad. “Here comes the 90-10-1 crew with the Protein One bar for you!”

Protein One bars have 90 calories, 10 grams of protein (“to help you feel full,” the website says), and 1 gram of sugar, “for all your snack emergencies.”

It’s not clear that protein makes you feel more full than other nutrients (see Sept. 2018, p. 3). And who needs a snack made of (gas-producing) chicory root extract, whey and soy protein isolates, maltitol, palm kernel oil, glycerin, and a dozen other processed ingredients?

Apple, anyone?

“Experts say to eat a lot of fruits and veggies,” says the TV ad for One A Day with Nature’s Medley. “But are you getting enough of their nutrients?” Nature’s Medley is “the only complete multivitamin with antioxidants from one total serving of fruits and vegetables.”

Talk about a switcheroo! Experts say to eat a lot of fruits and vegetables, not their nutrients or their antioxidants.

A two-gummy serving (so much for “one a day”) has 100 milligrams of powders from onion, pomegranate, blueberry, broccoli, etc. That’s about what ¼ teaspoon of sugar weighs.

Surely, One A Day isn’t trying to convince people that taking its gummies is as good as eating a “total serving” of fruits and vegetables. Nah.

“Flavored with Real Fruit,” says the front of the Very Berry Cheerios box. “Berries and breakfast go together like cereal and milk,” says the back.

Yes, but these very berry Cheerios aren’t...umm...very berry. They’ve got no whole berries and more salt (and sugar) than any berry powder...and a serving has no more than ⅛ teaspoon of salt.

Cheerios is big on “real.” Its “limited edition” Pumpkin Spice Cheerios were “made with REAL pumpkin puree.” Again, they had more salt (and sugar) than pumpkin.

“Real food tastes better,” said in-store signs for Cheerios. It sure does.

“I’m the sorta-fit spokesguy for Vitaminwater Active, the drink that gives you the sports-level hydration you need to get in a good workout,” says the ad’s ordinary, non-athlete at the gym.

Wait. Why would you need “sports-level hydration” if you’re not doing sports (for hours)? You don’t.

Each bottle of Vitaminwater Active has 100 calories’ worth of mostly sugar, plus a smattering of vitamins you can do without.

It’s just Vitaminwater’s (that is, Coca-Cola’s) attempt to convince ordinary people that they can’t just drink ordinary water after an ordinary workout.

Why swallow half a day’s added sugar just to boost Coke’s bottom line?
"Expect more from breakfast," say Sweet Earth Breakfast Burritos. Got that right.

The six burrito varieties are stuffed with enough tofu or eggs plus beans, peas, seasoned seitan (wheat protein), and/or "benevolent" (veggie) bacon to reach 10 to 20 grams of protein apiece. Not bad for 200 to 360 calories.

Our favorites: the zesty Lighten Up! (tofu, spinach, salsa, black-eyed peas, peppers) and the meaty-tasting Protein Lover's (eggs, quinoa, cheese, veggie bacon and "grounds").

Most come in wraps that are at least half whole-grain. (We didn't find any 100-percent whole-grain breakfast burritos.) And none top 4 grams of saturated fat—1 gram for the cheese—nor the added "B-vitamins" claims for the Energy, "superfood ingredients" and "natural source of clean energy" and "superfood ingredients" claims for the Pumpkin Flax and Buttermilk & Chia, and just enjoy them.
There’s nothing wrong with a low-sugar whole-grain cereal for breakfast. Or oatmeal. Or yogurt and fruit. But sometimes you want a break from the routine, whether you fancy something savory (eggs, a sandwich, a burrito) or sweet (pancakes, waffles). A few companies have made those staples healthier and more convenient. Here’s a look.

Bonus: Most of these items can wait patiently in the freezer, pantry, or fridge until you’re ready to change up your a.m. meal.

Jolene Mafnas helped compile the information for this article.

---

**Superior Sausage**

Want to enjoy sausage without worrying that processed meats have been linked to cancer?

Or without fretting over the fatty pork in a typical breakfast sausage like Jimmy Dean Original, which squeezes 140 calories and 4½ grams of saturated fat into a paltry 1.2 oz. patty.

Then go meatless. Mouthwatering MorningStar Farms Original and Maple Flavored Veggie Sausage Patties taste darn close to the real thing...with no sat fat. Each 1.3 oz. patty hovers around 80 calories, 8 grams of protein (from wheat, soy, and egg whites), and 250 milligrams of sodium.

Our tasters’ runner-up: Field Roast Apple Maple Breakfast Sausage wheat-protein links.

---

**Easy Eggs**

A vegetable-packed egg scramble, frittata, or omelet makes a fine breakfast that’s free of refined flour.

But for your heart’s sake, it’s best to stick to no more than four or five yolks a week (see June 2015, p. 11). What’s an egg-a-day eater to do?

Pick up a refrigerated carton like All Whites or Egg Beaters 100% Egg Whites, and sidestep the egg-cracking entirely.

Tip: Go heavy on the veggies and light on the cheese. Try your egg whites with chopped broccoli, scalions, and a sprinkle of sharp cheddar. Or bell pepper, mushroom, and onion. Or tomato, spinach, and freshly grated parmesan. Mmm.

---

**Winning Waffles**

Kellogg’s Eggo Nutri-Grain toaster waffles are “made with 8g whole grain.” True, but they have more white flour than whole wheat.


And who needs syrup? Try yours with nut butter and bananas, buttery spread and berries, or yogurt and fruit.

---

**Bowled Over**

“Each ingredient matters,” say Healthy Choice’s four Power Bowls. “Our recipes provide the right combination of ingredients such as whole grains, mixed greens, vegetables and egg whites to fuel your day.”

They’re being modest. Many Power Bowl ingredients break new ground in the freezer case:

- **Whole grains.** The base of each bowl is a nutty mix of steel cut oats, farro, buckwheat, and quinoa.
- **Beans.** Beans for breakfast? Believe it. The Pesto & Egg White Scramble is mixed with white beans, while the Unwrapped Burrito Scramble goes with black.
- **Vegetables.** Healthy Choice tosses in tomatoes plus a smattering of dark greens (chard, kale, and spinach).

Thanks to those impressive ingredients, you get 3 to 5 grams of unprocessed, intact fiber and 10 to 15 grams of protein, all for no more than 200 calories and 1½ grams of saturated fat (there’s little or no cheese).

The sodium—which ranges from 430 milligrams in the Pesto & Egg White Scramble to 600 mg in the Turkey Sausage & Egg White Scramble—beats many bowls.

Another good bet: Dr. Praeger’s. Two out of its three Breakfast Bowls—the Egg Whites & Kale (our favorite) and the Huevos Rancheros—sport numbers and ingredients like Healthy Choice’s.

Time to give your cereal bowl the day off.
Sweet and satisfying, nutrient-rich and perfect for roasting, winter squashes—like acorn, butternut, Hubbard, spaghetti, and pumpkin—are irresistible...except for their thick skin. Sometimes, peeling or carving it away is one step too many.

Enter **delicata squash**. Its thin skin is so, well, delicate, that it will melt in your mouth.

Just cut a delicata in half lengthwise and scoop out the seeds. Then brush with olive oil and place cut side down (or slice into inch-thick half moons and toss with olive oil) and roast in a 450°F oven until soft, about 30 minutes. Or try our Dish of the Month.

Serve as a side, or toss the half moons into your salad. Mmm. It’s a less-sweet-than-butternut crowd pleaser.

Like any winter squash, delicatas are no slouch in the nutrient department. You can count on a good dose of fiber, vitamin A (from carotenoids), lutein, potassium, and folate, all for around 80 calories per cup.

And delicatas are smaller than some winter squashes, so they’re perfect for a dinner for one or two.

To find a riper—that is, sweeter—delicata, look for orange, not greenish, stripes on the pale yellow skin. But don’t delay. They disappear from most supermarkets by spring.

In other words, carpe diem those delicatas.

---

**DISH of the month**

**Roasted Delicata**

Cut 2 seeded delicata squash into half moons. Toss with a thinly sliced red onion and 2 Tbs. olive oil. Roast on a rimmed sheet pan at 450°F for 30 minutes. Top with ¼ cup toasted pumpkin seeds. Serves 4.

---

**quick tip**

A sharp knife is a safe knife because it’s less likely to slip while cutting. No sharpener? Some kitchen or hardware stores will sharpen your (non-serrated) blade for a few bucks.